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Some chaotic properties of a classical particle interacting with a time-modulated barrier are studied. The
dynamics of this problem is obtained by use of a two-dimensional nonlinear area-preserving map. The chaotic
low energy region is characterized in terms of Lyapunov exponents. The time that the particle stays trapped in
the well is such that the distributions of successive reflections, and of the corresponding successive reflection
times, obey power laws with the same exponent. Using time series analysis, we show that the chaotic sea
exhibits an interesting scaling property over a large range of control parameters. Our results indicate that the
particle experiences unlimited energy growth when the barrier behaves randomly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of a particle interacting with a time-
modulated barrier has received close attention in recent
years. In the quantum case, a question of particular interest
relates to the time involved in the tunneling process. Al-
though this subject is quite well understood[1], some con-
troversial results were pointed out in[2]. Since then, differ-
ent approaches have been used and much attention has been
concentrated on both the quantum[3–7] and classical ver-
sions of the problem[8,9]. In the quantum case, several im-
portant results were obtained, including the frequency depen-
dence of the tunneling time[2], the transmission probability
spectrum in a driven triple diode in the presence of a periodic
external field [3], photon-assisted tunneling through a
GaAs/AlxGa1−xAs quantum dot induced by an external mi-
crowave field[4], sequential tunneling in a super-lattice in-
duced by an intense electric field[5], electron transmission
resonance above a quantum well due to dissipation[6] and
the probability of dissipative tunneling in Josephson junction
circuits[7]. The corresponding classical problem was studied
by Mateos and José[8], and Mateos[9]. In these latter pa-
pers they showed that the dynamics of a particle inside an
infinite potential box that contains a periodically oscillating
barrier presents a rich hierarchy of behaviors. With an appro-
priate adjustment of control parameters and initial condi-
tions, periodic, quasi-periodic and chaotic motion may all be
observed. The authors studied the dynamics using an area-
preserving map in energy–time variables. The most signifi-
cant finding presented in those papers was that the traversal
time, i.e., the length of time taken by the particle to traverse
the oscillating barrier, obeys a power law distribution of ex-
ponent −3. This distribution provides clear evidence of cha-
otic behavior, and the authors suggest that the exponent may
be indicative of scale invariance. It is also interesting to
study the problem of a classical particle interacting with a
static or time-dependent multi-well potential in the presence
of noise. Recent investigations include population changes in
the presence of an external field[10], the escape flux from a
multi-well metastable potential preceding the formation of
quasi-equilibrium[11], activation over a randomly fluctuat-

ing barrier [12,13], and diffusion across a randomly fluctu-
ating barrier[14]. The notion of the time dependent potential
may be also extended to encompass the class of problems
known as billiards[15–18].

In this paper we revisit the problem of a classical particle
interacting with an infinitely deep potential well containing a
time-dependent potential barrier, seeking to understand some
chaotic properties of this system. First, we consider the case
of a periodically varying barrier and then, second, we con-
sider one that is stochastically perturbed. For the periodic
case, we derive a two-dimensional map that describes the
dynamics of the particle. As we will see, the phase space is
extremely complex and shows a set of invariant spanning
curves in the high energy regime, and KAM islands sur-
rounded by a chaotic sea at low energies. For intermediate
values of energy it is possible to observe some chaotic re-
gions limited by two different invariant spanning curves. We
concentrate on the low energy region located below the first
invariant spanning curve, and we evaluate the Lyapunov ex-
ponents for the chaotic region using a large range of control
parameters. Using roughening concepts, we obtain a scaling
function as well as the critical exponents for chaotic time
series located in the chaotic sea. The scaling function is sup-
ported by a very good collapse of the roughness data for
different control parameters onto a single curve. We also
study the distribution of successive reflections in terms of
both reflection number and reflection time for a particle
trapped in a well created by the oscillating potential. For a
stochastic perturbation, we will show that the particle may
have unlimited energy growth once the stochastic perturba-
tion destroy the invariant spanning curves and KAM islands.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe
how the map is constructed. We discuss how to obtain suc-
cessive reflections and how to evaluate their corresponding
times for a particle trapped in the well created by the oscil-
lating barrier. We also discuss briefly the method used to
obtain the Lyapunov exponents. The numerical results and
scaling properties for the periodic case are discussed in Sec.
III. The stochastic version for the problem is developed in
Sec. IV. In Sec. V we summarize the main results and present
concluding remarks.
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II. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES: THE MODEL AND
LYAPUNOV EXPONENT CALCULATIONS

A. The model with periodic oscillations

We consider a particle inside an infinite potential box that
contains an oscillating barrier. It consists basically of a one-
dimensional system that may be described by a time-
dependent Hamiltonian. Let us define the Hamiltonian for
this system asHsx,p,td=p2/2m+Vsx,td, where Vsx,td is
given by Vsx,td=V0sxd+V1sx,td. The potentialV0sxd is de-
fined as

V0sxd = 50, if 0 , x , l and l + b , x , l + b + L;

V0, if l ø x ø l + b;

`, if x ø 0 andx ù l + b + L;

andV1sx,td is written as

V1sx,td = H 0, if x , l andx . l + b;

V1 sinstd, if l ø x ø l + b;

where V0 is constant and gives us the height of the static
potential barrier.V1 is the amplitude of oscillation in the
region l øxø l +b. We analyze the caseV1,V0. The param-
etersl, b andL are, respectively, the widths of well I, of the
barrier and of well II as shown in Fig. 1. The dynamics of a
particle interacting with an oscillating potential barrier may
be described by a two-dimensional mapT that gives the total
energy of the particle and the time at which the particle col-
lides with an infinite potential wall located atx=0, i.e.,
sEn+1,tn+1d=TsEn,tnd. To derive the mapT, we will follow a
similar procedure to that used in Ref.[9]. Suppose that the
particle start fromx=0 at time tn with initial energy En
=Kn=mvn

2/2.V0−V1. If En,V0−V1, the particle will never
escape from well I. Starting fromx=0, the length of time it
takes to reach the left-hand side of the barrier atx= l is tn8
= l /vn, where vn=Î2Kn/m. In this situation, two different
kinds of behavior may occur, depending on the energy of the
particle. If En.V0+V1 sinstn+ tn8d, then the particle is trans-
mitted past the potential and we will use an application that
we call TB; otherwise, it is reflected with the same initial
energy to the left side of the barrier and we useTA. Let us
first deriveTA. When the particle is reflected to the left side
with the same initial energy and has a kick from the wall
located atx=0, the new energy isEn+1=En and the new time
is tn+1= tn+2l /vn. After that, the particle starts again fromx
=0 and travels to the right with the same velocity until it
arrives at the left side of the potential barriersx= ld. If
En+1,V0+V1 sinstn+1+ tn+18 d, the particle will be reflected
again to the left side, and so on, until it is able to traverse the
barrier. In this case, the applicationTA at the sn+1dth kick
can be written as

TA:HEn+1 = En,

tn+1 = tn + 2l/Î2En+1/m.

Next, we deriveTB. If the particle has total energyEn.V0
+V1sinstn+ tn8d when it arrive atx= l, then it will be transmit-
ted. The particle experiences an abrupt change in its kinetic
energy, and the new expression isKn8=En−fV0+V1 sinstn

+ tn8dg. After traveling a distanceb at the constant velocity
vn8=Î2Kn8 /m the particle arrives atx= l +b after a timetn9
=b/vn8. Again, the particle changes its kinetic energy
abruptly to a new valueEn9=Kn9=Kn8+V0+V1 sinstn+ tn8+ tn9d.
It then travels within well II at a constant velocityvn9
=Î2Kn9 /m. After a timetn-=L /vn9 the particle will be reflected
with the same kinetic energy towards the left-hand side of
the potential after suffering an elastic collision with the wall
of the potential located atx= l +b+L. When the particle ar-
rives at the right-hand side of the barriersx= l +bd, two pos-
sibilities arise: (a) it will be transmitted if En9.V0
+V1 sinstn+ tn8+ tn9+2tn-d; or otherwise,(b) the particle will be
reflected with the same velocity back towards the right hand
side of the well II until it satisfies the conditionEn9.V0
+V1 sinstn+ tn8+ tn9+2itn-d. Here, i is the smallest integer for
which the last equation is true.

We emphasize that fori .1, the number of successive
reflections made by a particle inside well II prior to exit is
si −1d. We will show that the distributions of successive re-
flection numbers and times obey power laws with same ex-
ponent. If i =1, the particle has not yet suffered a reflection,
but if i =2 the particle, still trapped inside well II, has suf-
fered 1 reflection. The time associated with the reflections is
ti
s=si −1d2tn-. If condition sad is satisfied, then the particle is

transmitted across the barrier with kinetic energyKn-=En9

FIG. 1. A sketch of the potentialVsx,td for the periodic case; the
zeroes ofx andV are in the bottom left-hand corner.
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−fV0+V1 sinstn+ tn8+ tn9+2itn-dg in a time tn8
v=b/vn- where

vn-=Î2Kn- /m, exiting the barrier with total energyEn+1
=Kn-+V0+V1 sinstn+ tn8+ tn9+2itn-+ tn8

vd. Since the total energy
of the particle is constant until its next passage across the
barrier,TB giving the new energy and the new time for the
sn+1dth kick from the wall of infinite potential located atx
=0 is written as

TB:5
En+1 = En + V1f− sinstn + tn8dg+ sinstn + tn8 + tn88d

− sinstn + tn8 + tn88 + 2itn888d
f+ sinstn + tn8 + tn88 + 2itn888 + tn8

vdg,

tn+1 = tn + tn8 + tn88 + 2itn888 + tn8
v + l/Î2En+1/m.

We may use the following dimensionless variables:r
=V1/V0; en=En/V0; en8=Kn8 /V0; en9=Kn9 /V0; en-=Kn- /V0; fn

=s2p /tdtn; w=Î2V0/m; andM = l /wt. Here,t gives the pe-
riod of oscillation of the potential barrier, and the productwt
gives the distance that a particle travels with velocityw in a
time t. So the parameterM gives the number of oscillations
that the oscillating barrier has completed after the particle
starts fromx=0 with kinetic energyK=V0 by the time it
arrives at the left-hand side of the potential barrier located at
x= l [8,9]. Using these variables, the applicationTA is given
by

TA:Hen+1 = en,

fn+1 = fn + 4pM/Îen+1 mods2pd,

and the applicationTB is

TB:5en+1 = en + rf− sinsDfad + sinsDfbdg
f − sinsDfcd + sinsDfddg,

fn+1 = Dfd + 2pM/Îen+1 mods2pd,

where the auxiliaries variables are

Dfa = fn +
2pM
Îen

,

Dfb = fn + 2pMF 1
Îen

+
b

l

1

Îen8
G ,

Dfc = fn + 2pMF 1
Îen

+
b

l

1

Îen8
+ 2i

L

l

1

Îen9
G ,

Dfd = fn + 2pMF 1
Îen

+
b

l

1

Îen8
+ 2i

L

l

1

Îen9
+

b

l

1

Îen-
G .

The expressions for the new energiesen8, en9, anden- are given
by

en8 = en − 1 − r sinsDfad,

en9 = en8 + 1 + r sinsDfbd,

en- = en9 − 1 − r sinsDfcd.

The coefficients of the Jacobian matrices forTA andTB ap-
plications are shown in the Appendix. They ensure that the

maps are area-preserving, because detJA,B=1.
Iteration ofT for the parametersM =4.7, r =0.5, b/ l =0.2

andL / l =1 yields the phase space shown in Fig. 2. To facili-
tate a comparison with previous results in the literature, Fig.
2 was obtained with the same control parameters used in Ref.
[9]. In the low energy regime we can see KAM islands sur-
rounded by a chaotic sea. The chaotic sea is limited by the
first invariant spanning curve. For intermediate values of en-
ergy, we see a small chaotic region that is limited by two
different invariant spanning curves. As the map is area-
preserving, a chaotic orbit enclosed by two different span-
ning curves will never exit them and, similarly, a chaotic
orbit located below the first invariant spanning curve will
never rise above the curve nor visit the interior of a KAM
island. For high values of energy, we mostly see invariant
spanning curves. We focus our attention on the low energy
regime.

The successive reflection number consists basically of the
number of the iteration for which the particle is still trapped
in well II. It is obtained using the following condition:

FIG. 2. Iteration of different initial conditions for the parameters
M =4.7, r =0.5,b/ l =0.2, andL / l =1. In the low energy regime it is
easy to see KAM islands surrounded by a chaotic sea that is limited
by one spanning curve. For intermediate energies it is possible to
observe a small chaotic region that is enclosed by two different
spanning curves. The high energy domain shows many different
spanning curves.
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en9 . 1 + r sinSDfb + i
4pM

Îen9

L

l D , s1d

wherei is the smallest integer for which Eq.(1) is true. Note
that for i .1, the successive reflection number is given by
m=si −1d. As the particle travels at constant velocity inside
well II, it is easy to obtain its reflection time as

tm
s = m

4pM

Îen9

L

l
.

The distributions of successive reflection numbers,Pm, and
successive reflection times,Pt are shown in Fig. 3. In each
case, the straight line represents a power law fit to the nu-
merical data. In Fig. 3(a), the power law fit forPm~mgm

yieldsgm=−3.03s2d. It is interesting to note that large values
of m have low occurrence, and small values ofm have a high
probability of being observed. The distribution of the aver-
age successive times is shown in Fig. 3(b). The power law fit
suggests to us thatPt~ tgt with gt=−3.00s2d. The control
parameters used in Fig. 3 wereM =4.7, r =0.5, b/ l =L / l =1.
Note that both distributions are fitted well by power laws
with the same exponent of −3.

B. Lyapunov exponents

One tool used to characterize sensitivity to initial condi-
tions is the well known Lyapunov exponent. In effect, it cor-
responds to evolving the system over a long time from two
slightly different initial conditions. If the two trajectories di-
verge exponentially in time, the behavior of the system is
considered to be chaotic, the orbit is called chaotic, and the

Lyapunov exponent is positive. If the Lyapunov exponent is
negative, the orbit may be either periodic or quasi-periodic.
Let us now describe briefly the procedure used to obtain
Lyapunov exponents numerically. They are defined[19,20]
as

l j = lim
n→`

o
k=1

n
1

n
lnuL j

ku, j = 1,2,

whereL j
k are the eigenvalues ofM =pk=1

n Jksek,fkd andJk is
the Jacobian matrix evaluated on the orbitsek,fkd. In order
to evaluate the eigenvalues ofM, we use the fact thatJ can
be written as a product ofJ=QT, whereQ is an orthogonal
matrix andT is a triangular one. We now define the elements
of these matrices as

Q = Scossud − sinsud
sinsud cossud

D, T = ST11 T12

0 T22
D .

SinceM is defined asM =JnJn−1. . .J2J1, we can introduce the
identity operator, rewriteM as M =JnJn−1. . .J2Q1Q1

−1J1, and
defineQ1

−1J1=T1. The productJ2Q1 defines a new matrixJ2
* .

In a following step, we may write M as M
=JnJn−1. . .J3Q2Q2

−1J2
*T1. The same procedure yieldsT2

=Q2
−1J2

* . The problem is thus reduced to the evaluation of the
diagonal elements ofTi :T11

i ,T22
i . Using theQ and T matri-

ces, we find the eigenvalues ofM, given by

T11 =
j11
2 + j21

2

Îj11
2 + j21

2
, T22 =

j11j22 − j12j21

Îj11
2 + j21

2
.

We can then evaluate the Lyapunov exponent using the rela-
tion

l j = lim
n→`

o
k=1

n
1

n
lnuTj

ku, j = 1,2.

It is interesting to observe thatl1=−l2, because the map is
area-preserving. Figure 4 shows the asymptotic convergence
of the positive Lyapunov exponent for the same parameters
as in Fig. 2. The ensemble average of 5 different initial con-

ditions givesl̄=1.675±0.003, where the error represents the
standard deviation of the five samples.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Lyapunov exponent evaluation

In this section we present and discuss our numerical re-
sults for the deterministic case. Our first step is to choose
control parameters, and then we investigate the correspond-
ing dynamical properties. The Lyapunov exponent is evalu-
ated for a large range of control parameters. Figure 5 shows
the behavior of the Lyapunov exponent for a large range of
M. We note that, for three different values ofr (r =0.25, r
=0.5 andr =0.75) and for two different combinations ofb/ l
and L / l (the symmetrical caseb/ l =L / l =1, and an asym-
metrical oneb/ l =0.5 andL / l =1) the Lyapunov exponent
grows slowly and monotonically for 4 decades in theM pa-
rameter. Each point in Fig. 5 was obtained by the averaging

FIG. 3. Distributions of successive reflection(a) numbers and
(b) times. The parameters used here areM =4.7, b/ l =L / l =1 and
r =0.5. The power law fits yieldPm~mgm and Pt~ tgt, wheregm=
−3.03s2d andgt=−3.00s2d.
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over 5 different initial conditions on the chaotic sea, iterated
53108 times. This iteration number guarantees good conver-
gence of the Lyapunov exponent, as shown in Fig. 4. The
error bars indicates the standard deviation of the 5 samples.
It is interesting to observe that there are no abrupt transitions
in l as a function ofM within the huge parameter range
studied.

Next we investigate how the Lyapunov exponent varies as
a function ofr. We choose the symmetrical case with fixed
M =4.7. The behavior ofl as a function ofr is found to be as
shown in Fig. 6. We observe one very pronounced and abrupt
transition, and 4 other smaller transitions. These transitions
are associated with the destruction of the first invariant span-
ning curve and the consequent merging of different larger
chaotic regions. Each region has its own characteristic
Lyapunov exponent. In a recent paper[21] the authors ob-
served a similar transition in the context of a particle con-
fined within an infinite potential box containing an oscillat-
ing square well[22]. They proposed that, after the transition,
the Lyapunov exponent is given by an average of the previ-
ous exponents scaled by the relative sizes of the correspond-
ing regions of the phase space. We emphasize that this con-
jecture works well here too. To illustrate this, let us use the
most pronounced peak, which occurs nearr =0.0075. Before
the transition, it is easy to observe different chaotic regions
that are separated by an invariant spanning curve, as is
shown in Fig. 7(a). The Lyapunov exponents for regions be-
low and above the first invariant spanning curve arelb
=4.44±0.06 and la=0.811±0.001, respectively. These
Lyapunov exponent values were obtained from a long run of
23109 iterations using 10 different initial conditions. A na-
ive estimation of fraction occupied isfb=0.33 below, and

fa=0.67 above. After the transition, just one initial condition
is sufficient to fill the chaotic region, now representing a
merging of regionsI and II , as can be seen in Fig. 7(b).
Using the relation proposed in[21], we can estimate the
Lyapunov exponent after the transition from the values of the
Lyapunov exponent in the two different chaotic regions prior
to the transition as

l̄ = fala + fblb = 2.008,

that is in a good accord with Fig. 6. It is interesting to note
that, after the transition, the Lyapunov exponent convergence
is slower and the error bars are larger. The other transitions
shown in Fig. 6 may be characterized in the same way.

B. Resonances on the chaotic sea

Let us now discuss the distribution of successive reflec-
tion energies. The range of energies that allow the particle to
stay trapped iseP femin,emaxg, where emin=1−r and emax

=1+r. This is the same range of energies within which the
phenomenon of resonance occurs. Resonance is associated
with the time that the particle spends traveling inside well II,

FIG. 4. Convergence of the Lyapunov exponent in the low en-
ergy domain. The parameters used areM =4.7,r =0.5,b/ l =0.2, and

L / l =1 and the Lyapunov exponent value isl̄=1.675±0.003.

FIG. 5. Log linear plot of the Lyapunov exponentl as a func-
tion of M. The parameters used arer =0.25, r =0.5, r =0.75, L / l
=1 and(a) b/ l =1, i.e., the symmetrical case; and(b) b/ l =0.5, i.e.,
the asymmetrical case.
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t- =
i4pM
Îe9

L

l
.

If this time is a multiple of 2p, the particle will not be
trapped within well II andi takes the valuei =1. It is possible
to estimate the number of oscillations of the barrier for this
range of energy since we have that

4pM
Îe9

L

l
= 2kp,

where k gives the number of oscillations of the potential
barrier. The minimum and maximum values ofk for the
rangeeP femin,emaxg is

kmin =
2M

Îemax9

L

l
, kmax=

2M

Îemin9

L

l
.

For the symmetrical case withM =4.7, r =0.5, we find that
kmin=8 andkmax=13. The corresponding energies and times
of flight, tf, within well II are shown in Table I. The distri-
bution of successive energies in well II is shown in Fig. 8.
The resonance energies are indicated in the figure.

C. Scaling properties

Let us now discuss the main idea of scaling properties for
chaotic time series in this problem. Figure 9 shows the evo-
lution of one chaotic time series for the parametersb/ l
=L / l =1, r =0.5, andM =4.7. The amplifications in Fig. 9
allow us to suppose that some scaling property can be de-
rived from this time series, once that it has basically the
same behavior for very different time scales. We choose to

characterize the behavior in terms of the variance of the av-
erage energy, which we will refer to as theroughness, v
[23]. The scaling does not work well for the dependence on
r because, asr varies, it is easy to identify where merging
takes place between the different large chaotic regions(see
Figs. 6 and 7). Our results clearly work well for the depen-
dence onM, however, since merging events between the
large chaotic regions are not observed. We choose to study
the same range ofM as in Fig. 5, just excluding the first
decade. We consider the case of a symmetrical system and
set r =0.1, but similar behavior can, in fact, be observed for
other values ofr.

Given the time series, it is easy to evaluate both average
and average squared energies, defined, respectively, as

TABLE I. Resonance energies and flight times inside well II for
the control parametersM =4.7, r =0.5 andb/ l =L / l =1.

k ek9 tf

8 1.3806. . . 50.2654. . .

9 1.0908. . . 56.5486. . .

10 0.8836 62.8318. . .

11 0.7302. . . 69.1150. . .

12 0.6136. . . 75.3982. . .

13 0.5228. . . 81.6814. . .

FIG. 6. Log linear plot of the variation of the Lyapunov expo-
nentl with r. The parameters used wereM =4.7 andb/ l =L / l =1.

FIG. 7. (a) Iteration of three different initial conditions that lie,
respectively,(i) below, (ii ) inside, and(iii ) above the first invariant
spanning curve.(b) Iteration of only one initial condition. The pa-
rameters used wereM =4.7, b/ l =L / l =1 and(a) r =0.0075 and(b)
r =0.0076.
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ēsN,Md =
1

N
o
n=1

N

en, e 2̄sN,Md =
1

N
o
n=1

N

en
2.

After that, we can define the roughness as

vsN,Md ;
1

B
o
j=1

B Îe j
2̄sN,Md − ē j

2sN,Md,

where we use an ensemble ofB different initial conditions.
The average overB is used in order to smooth the roughness
evolution. Figure 10 shows one roughness evolution. It was
constructed using an ensemble of 10 000 different initial
phases and the same initial energye=1+r, all of them giving
rise to chaotic evolution. We can see in Fig. 10 two different
kinds of behavior as a function of the iteration number. Fol-
lowing a brief initial transient, the roughness grows accord-
ing to a power law, but it eventually reaches a regime of
saturation for a large enough number of iterations. The
change in behavior is characterized by a typical crossover
iteration numberNx, as shown in Fig. 10.

This saturation of the roughness curves is a consequence
of the limited time series amplitude. It is well known that the
amplitude depends on the position of the first invariant span-
ning curve since, in the deterministic model, the chaotic sea
is limited by such a spanning curve. For the range of control
parameter studied(see Fig. 11), one effect of increasingM is

to localize the first invariant spanning curve in a higher po-
sition. As an immediate consequence of this, the variance
will saturate at a higher value. Thus, we can start to study the
roughness scaling, supposing following:

(i) After the brief initial transient, the roughness grows as
function of iteration number according to

vsN,Md ~ Nb. s2d

This growth can be seen in region I of Fig. 10.b is called the
growth exponent. Equations2d is valid for N!Nx.

(ii ) As the iteration number increases, the roughness
reaches saturation, as can be seen in region II of Fig. 10. The
behavior of the roughness within the saturation regime fol-
lows the equation

vsatsN,Md ~ Ma, s3d

where a is the roughening exponent. Equations3d is valid
just for N@Nx.

(iii ) The crossover iteration numberNx that tells us when
the roughness growth slows and saturation is approached is
given by

NxsMd ~ Mz. s4d

Herez is called the dynamical exponent.
Let now us discuss the procedure used to obtain the satu-

ration value. Even for a maximum iteration number of
1000Nx, our simulation exhibits a final roughness evolution
showing that it has still not reached saturation. To solve this
problem, we can choose two different options. The first one
is increase the iteration number yet more, and start all simu-
lations again. This choice obviously carries the disadvantage
of very much longer simulations. The second, and more de-

FIG. 8. Normalized distribution of successive reflection energies
for parametersM =4.7, r =0.5, b/ l =L / l =1.

FIG. 9. The time evolution for one initial condition located in
the chaotic sea for parametersM =4.7; r =0.5; b/ l =L / l =1.
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sirable, option is to extrapolate the saturation roughening to
an infinite iteration number. It consists basically in applying
the following transformation to the iteration numberN
→1/N, and it is applicable because the saturation increases
slowly and linearly for sufficiently large values ofN. After
performing this transformation, the saturation roughness is
given by

vsN,Md = vsatsMd +
b8

N
. s5d

WhenN→` in Eq. (5), we have thatvs` ,Md→vsat. Tech-
nically, the saturation roughness can be obtained as the linear
coefficient of Eq.(5), given by linear regression. This proce-
dure is shown in the inset of Fig. 10.

Next, we obtain the intercept of the power law(in region
I of Fig. 10) with the saturation value obtained from Eq.(5).
In order to obtain the exponentsa and z, we plot vsat3M
andNx3M, as shown in Fig. 11. These power law fits yield
a=0.670s1d and z=1.331s6d. The meanb=0.500s6d is ob-
tained from an average of all the roughness curves.

We can now proceed to “collapse” the roughness curves
onto a universal plot. The first step is to take the ratio
vsN,Md /vsatsMd. This relocates all curves to the same satu-
ration value, as can be seen in Fig. 12(b). The second step is
to take the ratioN/Nx. It collapses the curves onto the same
characteristic iteration number, as can be seen in Fig. 12(c).

The success of these procedures in producing a single,
universal, roughness plot allows us to describe the roughness
according to the following scaling function:

vsN,Md = zvszaN,zcMd,

wherez is the scaling factor. Choosingz=N−1/a, we obtain

vsN,Md = N−1/av1sN−c/aMd.

The functionv1sN−c/aMd=vs1,N−c/aMd and it is supposed to
be constant forN!Nx. Using Eq.(2), we can obtain

N−1/a = Nb, s6d

where b=−1/a. From our numerical simulations, we find
that b=0.500s6d.

The second step is to choosez=M−1/c and it follows that

vsN,Md = M−1/cv2sM−a/cNd.

Here, the functionv2sM−a/cNd=vsM−a/cN,1d and it is sup-
posed to be constant forN@Nx. Using the equation(3), we
obtain that

M−1/c = Ma, s7d

and we havea=−1/c.

FIG. 10. Roughness behavior for an ensemble of 10 000 differ-
ent initial phasesf and the same initial energye=1+r. Both initial
conditions give rise to chaotic orbits. The inset shows the procedure
used to obtain the roughness in the saturation regime after applying
the transformationN→1/N.

FIG. 11. The dependencies onM of (a) the saturation roughness
vsat and (b) the crossover iteration numberNx.
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From a combination of equationsz=N−1/a, z=M−1/c and
(4) and using conditions(6) and (7) it is easy to show that
Mzb~Ma. Thus, we find that there is a relationship between
the critical exponents given by

z=
a

b
. s8d

Using the numerical results fora andb and evaluating Eq.
(8), we are able to compare the result with the value ofz
obtained from the numerical fit shown in Fig. 11(b). From
(8) we obtainz=1.34s1d, which is gratifyingly close to the
numerical value ofz=1.331s6d obtained from Fig. 11(b).

IV. STOCHASTIC VERSION

Next, we discuss the stochastic version of the problem.
We suppose that the potentialV1sx,td is written asV1sxdfstd,
wherefstd gives us random numbers uniformly distributed in
f−1,1g. The variables are now total energy and time, and the
applications are given by

TA:Hen+1 = en,

tn+1 = tn + 4pM/Îen+1,

if en,1+rf stn+2pM /Îend, otherwise, the applicationTB is

TB:Hen+1 = en + rffsDfad + fsDfbd + fsDfcd + fsDfddg,

tn+1 = Dfd + 2pM/Îen+1,

where

Dfa = tn +
2pM
Îen

,

Dfb = tn + 2pMF 1
Îen

+
b

l

1

Îen8
G ,

Dfc = tn + 2pMF 1
Îen

+
b

l

1

Îen8
+ 2i

L

l

1

Îen88
G ,

Dfd = tn + 2pMF 1
Îen

+
b

l

1

Îen8
+ 2i

L

l

1

Îen88
+

b

l

1

Îen888
G ,

where the energiesen8, en9, en- are

en8 = en − 1 + rf sDfad,

en9 = en8 + 1 + rf sDfbd,

en- = en9 − 1 + rf sDfcd.

It is interesting to note thati is the smallest integer number
for which the equation

en9 . 1 + rfSDfb + i
4pM

Îen9

L

l D
is true.

Iterating the applicationsTA andTB for the stochastic ver-
sion we may study the behavior of the energy as a function
of the iteration number and time. It is interesting to observe
thatn andt are not proportional to each other, since a particle
of high energy is described with a larger number of iterations
n than a particle of lower energy in the same interval of time.
We evaluate the average energy for an ensemble of particles
with the same initial energye0=1. We find that the total
energy grows ase~ndn where dn=0.496±0.001 ande~ tdt

with dt=0.649±0.001. Figure 13 shows the energy growth
for an ensemble of 10 000 particles with initial energye0
=1.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have considered the classical problem of a particle
interacting with a time-modulated potential barrier in two
different circumstances:(i) deterministic and(ii ) stochastic.
In the deterministic case, where we used an area-preserving
mapT to study some dynamical properties of this model, we
found that the phase space has a complex structure including
KAM islands surrounded by a chaotic sea that is limited by

FIG. 12. (a) Roughness evolutions for differentM. (b) Collapse
of the curves onto the same saturation value.(c) Their collapse onto
both the same saturation value and the same characteristic crossover
iteration number.
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the first invariant spanning curve. Lyapunov exponents were
used to characterize the chaotic sea below the first invariant
spanning curve for a large range of control parameters. The
behavior ofl as a function ofM for both the symmetrical
and asymmetrical cases shows a slow growth in the
Lyapunov exponent; similar behavior does not occur forl as
a function ofr. We analyzed the behavior of the roughness as
function ofM for a chaotic time series located in the chaotic
sea. Our results indicates that the roughness obeys a scaling
function with very well defined exponents. After a brief tran-
sient, the roughness grows with iteration number according
to a power law of exponentb=0.500s6d. After passing a
characteristic crossover iteration number, however, the
roughness growth slows and approaches a saturation regime.
The crossover iteration number increases with the control
parameterM according to a power law with a dynamical
exponentz=1.331s6d. The regime of saturation also depends
on the control parameters and it too increases according to a
power law asM increases. The roughening exponent is ob-
tained asa=0.670s1d. The two exponents are closely related
via a scaling function. We found thatl3 r exhibits abrupt
transitions as the result of a merging of different chaotic
regions of varying size. We were able to obtain the Lyapunov
exponent after the transition by making use of a conjecture
proposed in[21]. It uses the Lyapunov exponent before the
transition in the two different chaotic regions scaled by the
fraction of the phase space that they occupy. It is especially
gratifying that this conjecture still gave good results here too.
Depending on the energy of the particle in the chaotic sea, it
is possible for it to stay trapped in well II for some interval
of time. The distribution of successive reflection numbers,
Pm, and the corresponding distribution of the average succes-

sive reflection times,Pt, are very well fitted by a power law
tail. Our results indicates thatPm~mgm and Pt~ tgt with ex-
ponents gm=gt,−3. These results, like those shown in
[8,9,21] may be an indication of some kind of universality
class.

For the stochastic version, our results indicate that, after
all invariant spanning curves are broken, it is possible to
observe unlimited energy growth. The behavior of the aver-
age energy for an ensemble of different initial conditions
indicates thate~ndn with dn,0.5 ande~ tdt with dt,2/3.
These exponents are different because a particle of high en-
ergy is described by more iterations than a slow one in the
same interval of time.
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APPENDIX: JACOBIAN COEFFICIENTS

The coefficients for the Jacobian matricesJA andJB that
refer to the applicationsTA andTB, respectively, for the pe-
riodic oscillation are given by

j11
A =

] en+1

] en
= 1, j12

A =
] en+1

] fn
= 0,

j21
A =

] fn+1

] en
= −

2pM

en+1
3/2 , j22

A =
] fn+1

] fn
= 1,

j11
B =

] en+1

] en
= 1 − rFcossDfad

] Dfa

] en
− cossDfbd

] Dfb

] en

+ cossDfcd
] Dfc

] en
− cossDfdd

] Dfd

] en
G ,

j12
B =

] en+1

] fn
= rF− cossDfad

] Dfa

] fn
+ cossDfbd

] Dfb

] fn

− cossDfcd
] Dfc

] fn
+ cossDfdd

] Dfd

] fn
G ,

j21
B =

] fn+1

] en
=

] Dfd

] en
−

pM

en+1
3/2

] en+1

] en
,

j22
B =

] fn+1

] fn
= 1 +

] Dfd

] fn
−

pM

en+1
3/2

] en+1

] fn
,

where the partial derivatives to the phases are

] Dfa

] en
= −

pM

en
3/2 ,

FIG. 13. Average total energy as a function of(a) n and (b) t.
The parameters used here areM =4.7,r =0.5,b/ l =L / l =1. Note that
b/ l =L / l =1 is the symmetrical case. The power law gives us that
e~ndn ande~ tdt, wheredn=0.496±0.001 anddt=0.649±0.001.
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] Dfb

] en
=

] Dfa

] en
− pM

b

l

1

en8
3/2

] en8

] en
,

] en8

] en
= 1 − r cossDfad

] Dfa

] en
,

] Dfc

] en
=

] Dfb

] en
− 2pMi

L

l

1

en9
3/2

] en9

] en
,

] en9

] en
=

] en8

] en
+ r cossDfbd

] Dfb

] en
,

] Dfd

] en
=

] Dfc

] en
− pM

b

l

1

en-
3/2

] en-

] en
,

] e-
] en

=
] en9

] en
− r cossDfcd

] Dfc

] en
,

] Dfa

] fn
= 1,

] Dfb

] fn
=

] Dfa

] fn
− pM

b

l

1

en8
3/2

] en8

] fn
,

] en8

] fn
= − r cossDfad

] Dfa

] fn
,

] Dfc

] fn
=

] Dfb

] fn
− 2pMi

L

l

1

en9
3/2

] en9

] fn
,

] en9

] fn
=

] en8

] fn
+ r cossDfbd

] Dfb

] fn
,

] Dfd

] fn
=

] Dfc

] fn
− pM

b

l

1

en-
3/2

] en-

] fn
,

] en-

] fn
=

] en9

] fn
− r cossDfcd

] Dfc

] fn
.

These entangled coefficients show that the applicationsTA
andTB preserve the phase space area, because detJA,B=1.
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